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Get a reading of your reality know who you are and what you re all about assess your strengths and weaknesses accept responsibility not blame take the junk out of
your trunk and save the good stuff do an internal investigation everywhere you go there you are balance the twins inside you know that who you are is enough
Recalibrate your life identify what matters most decide to stay in it to win it get your life off flatline when your life gets off course recalibrate anticipate change plan for
the unexpected maintain your launching pad find your personal route to prosperity
Resurrect your vision resurrect your dream be a make it happen person be the captain of your own destiny cultivate an attitude of gratitude prepare yourself for the
doors that are opening for you now do whatever it takes and stay on top of your game be prepared for the challenges of success you re part of a unique
intergenerational masterpiece
Money money money success is about more than finances know what your money is worth money buys you options be the master of your debt identify your personal
financial buzzwords recognize the stewardship of success leave a legacy of wealth realistic home buying
Mindfully relate and mate the r d before the relationship the confidence factor recognize relationship deal breakers choose a mate for you not your profession the
seasons of marital change turn your marriage around life beyond divorce the job for life parenting
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